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ABSTRACT: This scheme presents puzzle based authentication system in which web service user registers and solves 
the puzzle, puzzle solving time and sequence of image block is stored and validated by local server and the web service 
user get authenticated and start accessing the web services. This system explains three mechanisms.   In password 
shuffle the password is stored in the  form of character set.  In  image based authentication, the user initially will store 
selected images in a database. Then user must verify those images with database for authentication. In  image puzzle, 
the User must form a correct order of the image. The article includes details of puzzle based authentication scheme are 
presented along with design, algorithm, security and implementation. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 

Web service Computing is rising technology which carries with it existing techniques combined with new 
technology paradigms. Recently the web service computing paradigms  has been receiving significant excitement and a 
focus within the media and blogosphere.This technology is employed by world customer to boost their business 
performance. To utilize the web service services by licensed customer, it's necessary to possess secure authentication 
system. Authentication could be a method that ensures and confirms a web service user’s identity and kind a base for 
info assurance. Web service user authentication is necessary, because it eliminates the attacks/risks to enter into web 
service  supplier environments. Web service  authentication systems uses totally different strategies like i) text secret ii) 
3D secret object iii) Third party authentication iv) Biometric  v) Graphical password. 
Text password is easy to break and vulnerable to dictionary or brute force attacks. 3D password object is a multifactor 
authentication scheme which combines all existing authentication schemes into a single 3-D virtual environment. 
According to study the third party authentication is not preferred for smaller web service deployment. 
Biometric requires a special scanning device to authenticate users, which is not applicable for remote and internet 
users.In this article puzzle play a crucial role that is employed to certify web service user. The puzzle finding may be a 
strictly mental activity and it's presented in some physical type with solutions relying on manual actions and tests for 
legal moves requiring visual scrutiny. A puzzle tests the ingenuity of the user, moves items along in a very logical 
thanks to realize desired answer. The new web service user conferred with registration type and nonplussed image that 
square measure organized in rows and columns. Web service user starts moving the nonplussed image to form 
complete puzzle. Puzzle finding time is difference between the beginning time of moving puzzled image  block and 
ending time of forming a complete puzzle and also the track of the sequence of image block is updated within the 
native server.  
 

II.DESIGN OF PUZZLE BASED AUTHENTICATION SCHEME 
 

 This theme developed as graphical based mostly authentication mechanism by exploitation puzzle strategy that 
is attracted by the web service users. during this theme, puzzle area unit developed and united with the authentication of 
the web service user. The authentication scheme happens between the web service user accessing web service services 
and web service service suppliers.  
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Initially web service user connect with native server wirelessly and acknowledgement sent to the web service 
user when prosperous association institution. when this method if the web service user isn't registered, registration kind 
and nonplused image area unit given to the web service user. when registration, web service user starts moving the 
nonplused image to create complete puzzle. Puzzle determination time is distinction between the beginning time of 
moving nonplused image block and ending time of forming a whole puzzle, track of the sequence of image block is 
updated within the native server. The native server stores the puzzle determination time and track of the sequence of 
image block within the info. If the web service user is registered, puzzle determination time and track of the sequence 
of image block is valid with native server. when prosperous, native server can establish association between the web 
service user and repair suppliers. 
Web service user begin accessing the web service services. 
 
     

 
 
 
   
 
 

 
 

Fig 1: Dataflow Diagram 
 

` Data flow diagram generally explains about the working of the puzzle based scheme, initially the user starts 
accessing the provided web service, inorder to access the available information the user need to perform the puzzle 
based authentication scheme. After the completion of the puzzle the system forward its control to the web service 
provider, were the necessary information is provided to the user. In other case if the puzzle is not solved the system will 
not allow the user to access the information till it is solved. This scheme has the high probability to reduce the effect of 
hacker stealing the confidential information. 

 
III.MECHANISMS 

 
The proposed system is implemented in three steps 

1. User name & Password Shuffling . 
2. Image Verification Based Authentication. 
3. Image Shuffle. 

 
1.Username & Password Shuffling: 
                   In this mechanism, the stored password and username will be store as a form of Character set. So 
whenever users want to access the account he/she can access the account with shuffled form of Username and 
password. System will validate a username and password with stored character set in a database. 
2.Image Verification Based Authentication: 
Secondly, Users initially will store selected images in a database. Next, system will show a set of images included the 
selected images. If a user clicks a same image system will give permission to next authentication. 
3.Image Shuffle: 

 Finally, system will show puzzle image. User must form a correct order of the image. Representing image 
should be checked with the image set already chosen by a user. 
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Fig 2:Control Flow Diagram 
 

IV.EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 
 

We built an experimental server (servlet) which includes a codeblock warehouse for CPU-only instructions 
and AES round operations , a module for puzzle generation and a module for instruction-compliant code encryption . 
Besides, we also developed an applet for the software puzzle package delivery . 
 In the user name and password shuffling the user will provide their  username and password,the database will 
verify and validate for the authentication purpose. In this single image is in shuffled manner, the user want to solve this 
puzzle. He/she want to form the correct order of the puzzle which is already set in the database. The puzzle is verified 
with the help of AES algorithm. Finally, system will show puzzle image. User must form a correct order of the image. 
Representing image should be checked with the image set already chosen by a user. 
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The structure of AES algorithm is discussed below 
 

 
 

Fig 5:Structure of AES 
 

The simple working of the AES algorithm is explained below, it generally involves four steps. 
STEP 1: Substitution byte  
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In this step, SubBytes for byte-by-byte substitution during the forward process.  The corresponding substitution step 
used  during decryption is called InvSubBytes.  This step consists of using a 16 × 16 lookup table to find a replacement 
byte for a given byte in the input state array.  
STEP 2: ShiftRows  
ShiftRows is used for shifting the rows of the state array during the forward process.The corresponding transformation 
during decryption is denoted InvShiftRows for Inverse ShiftRow Transformation. The goal of this transformation is to 
scramble the byte order inside each 128-bit block.  
STEP 3: MixColumns  
MixColumns for mixing up of the bytes in each column separately during the forward process.The corresponding 
transformation during decryption is denoted InvMixColumns and stands for inverse mix column transformation.The 
goal is here is to further scramble up the 128-bit input block. The shift-rows step along with the mix-column step 
causes  each bit of the ciphertext to depend on every bit of the plain- text after 10 rounds of processing.  
STEP 4: AddRoundKey  
AddRoundKey is used for adding the round key to the output of the previous step during the forward process. The 
corresponding step during decryption is denoted InvAddRound- Key for inverse add round key transformation 
 

V.PUZZLE BASED AUTHENTICATION SCHEME 
 

 The main puzzle or photos divided into completely different items and keep as image. within the registration 
form web service user presents the details start importing the image and arrange the image block in rows and columns. 
consequent step is to initiate drag and drop of image block enraptured from drag supply to drop target. The web service 
user moves image block from drag supply to drop target to  
make the whole puzzle with the economical resolution time. The puzzle resolution time is that the difference between 
the beginning time of moving puzzled image block and ending time of forming a whole puzzle. The puzzle resolution 
time and track of sequence of image block is valid with local server, web service user get documented and begin 
accessing the web service services. 

 
VI.ADVANTAGE 

 
To overcome these limitation puzzle algorithm is used 
Easy to break by using image processing algorithms. 
Less secure. 
Insufficient when hardware or software failure. 

 
VII.CONCLUSION 

 
The puzzle authentication scheme is reliable, more secure and robust and there is always drastic improvement 

in future. The analysis of the scheme shows that there is great opportunity to develop new ways to protect the 
confidentiality of web service user data and information. The security levels of web service environment can be further 
improved by using puzzle based scheme which overcome the loopholes present in the traditional authentication 
methods. 
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